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This panel will examine the ideals of educational
equality, educational equity and Indigenous sui
generis rights using the Australian higher education
system as the working example. The ideals of
educational equality and educational equity
are laden with inherent contradictions when
considering power relations and the rights and
needs of traditionally marginalised peoples across
the world under conditions of globalisation and
postcoloniality.

Dr Zane Ma Rhea has
worked with Indigenous
people over the last
35 years in various
capacities. She is
recognised internationally
for her expertise in
comparative education and
for improving the quality of
education and other human services for Indigenous people
using a rights-based framework, focusing on organisational
change management, professional development and the
recognition and preservation of Indigenous knowledge in
mainstream organisations through meaningful partnerships
with Indigenous families and communities.
She teaches across Indigenous education, leadership,
and sustainability programs at Monash University and
undertakes research in Indigenous education, Indigenous
studies and organisational development.

Within the neo-liberal economic reform agenda
globally, there has been significant focus on raising
the general standard of higher education through
productivity and accountability measures. These
measures have exposed the failure of states to
recognise the aspirations and meet the higher
education needs of Indigenous and other minority
populations. This paper examines the arguments
for both educational equality and educational
equity in consideration of newer international legal
mechanisms that are recognising the unextinguished
rights of Indigenous peoples after colonisation.
Through undertaking an analysis of the concept
of, and theories underpinning, both educational
equality and equity using Australian higher
education as the example, panellists will bring a
wealth of evidence-based work to the argument
for the need for a fundamental reformulation of the
engagement of the higher education system with
Indigenous people through a remobilised concept
of commensurability enshrined in a concept of
‘both ways’ educational choice for Indigenous
students.
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